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Purpose: Lesion volume is a meaningful measure in multiple sclerosis (MS) prognosis.
Manual lesion segmentation for computing volume in a single or multiple time points is
time consuming and suffers from intra and inter-observer variability.
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Methods: In this paper, we present MSmetrix-long: a joint expectation-maximization
(EM) framework for two time point white matter (WM) lesion segmentation. MSmetrix-long
takes as input a 3D T1-weighted and a 3D FLAIR MR image and segments lesions in
three steps: (1) cross-sectional lesion segmentation of the two time points; (2) creation
of difference image, which is used to model the lesion evolution; (3) a joint EM lesion
segmentation framework that uses output of step (1) and step (2) to provide the final
lesion segmentation. The accuracy (Dice score) and reproducibility (absolute lesion
volume difference) of MSmetrix-long is evaluated using two datasets.
Results: On the first dataset, the median Dice score between MSmetrix-long and expert
lesion segmentation was 0.63 and the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) was equal
to 0.96. On the second dataset, the median absolute volume difference was 0.11 ml.
Conclusions: MSmetrix-long is accurate and consistent in segmenting MS lesions.
Also, MSmetrix-long compares favorably with the publicly available longitudinal MS lesion
segmentation algorithm of Lesion Segmentation Toolbox.
Keywords: MSmetrix, multiple sclerosis, longitudinal lesion segmentation, expectation-maximization, MRI

1. INTRODUCTION
Accurate and reliable lesion segmentation based on brain MRI scans is valuable for the diagnosis
and monitoring of disease activity in patients with Multiple Sclerosis (MS) (Blystad et al., 2016;
Deeks, 2016). The availability of longitudinal MRI data permits an analysis of lesion evolution
over time, a potential biomarker of disease progression and treatment efficacy. Figure 1 shows
bias corrected FLAIR images of a MS subject scanned twice with an interval of approximately
1 year, along with the expert lesion segmentation followed by the lesion evolution, i.e., the new,
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FIGURE 1 | Bias corrected FLAIR images (A,E) followed by super-imposed lesion segmentations from: (B,F) the expert, (C) disappearing lesion, (D) shrinking
lesion, (G) new lesion, and (H) enlarging lesion. The first row corresponds to time point 1 and the second row corresponds to time point 2.

the extracted spatial and temporal features from longitudinal
images (Gerig et al., 2000; Welti et al., 2001; Prima et al.,
2002). The main drawback with unsupervised approaches is that
they assume perfect registration and intensity normalization.
Supervised approaches learn the desired change from a training
dataset; for instance, in Elliott et al. (2013), a random forest
discriminative classifier was trained to learn relevant features
(intensity, size, and contextual information) related to new
lesions and then use these features to segment them. The main
drawback with this approach is that it often requires that the
training dataset is large enough in order to capture all the
distinctive features of the lesions to be segmented. To avoid the
need for extracting image features, changes between consecutive
images could be directly detected by measuring local volume
variations. To this end, a Jacobian operator could be applied to
the local deformation field obtained after non-rigid registration
between the two time points. Although this approach has proven
to be invariant to registration errors, it has given poor results for
lesion segmentation (Rey et al., 2002).
Four-dimensional connectivity methods use voxel association
in space and time to simultaneously segment and track lesion
evolution. For example, Metcalf et al. (1992) segments the lesions
in two time points by clustering voxels that are both spatially
and temporally adjacent to each other. The main disadvantage
of this approach is that it often results in substantial false
lesion segmentation. A more advanced method from the same
family is based on spectral graph partitioning Bernardis et al.
(2013). It constructs a 3D graph in which spatial pairwise
affinities characterize lesions and background, and temporal
affinities between adjacent time points represent lesion evolution
direction. This graph is segmented into lesions and non-lesions

disappearing, enlarging, and shrinking lesions. Although expert
manual delineation of lesions is considered as the gold standard,
it is time consuming and often suffers from intra and inter
observer variability (Erbayat Altay et al., 2013). To alleviate
this problem, several automatic methods have been proposed
in the literature to segment MS lesions. Interestingly, the vast
majority of automatic methods are based on a single time point
(cross-sectional) and relatively few methods take into account
multiple time points (longitudinal) (Llado et al., 2012; GarciaLorenzo et al., 2013). Executing a cross-sectional method for each
time point would indeed produce the longitudinal measures of
interest, but such measures are less reliable as each time point
is processed independently. Longitudinal methods incorporate
both spatial and temporal information and are expected to be
more reliable. Based on the underlying approach, longitudinal
methods could be categorized in three different groups: change
detection (Gerig et al., 2000; Welti et al., 2001; Prima et al.,
2002; Rey et al., 2002; Bosc et al., 2003; Elliott et al., 2013), 4D
connectivity (Metcalf et al., 1992; Bernardis et al., 2013) and
outlier detection (Solomon and Sood, 2004; Ait-Ali et al., 2005) in
multiple time points. Pre-processing of input MR images in these
three groups is generally performed and consists of registration to
a reference image or a common space, skull stripping, bias field
correction and intensity normalization.
Change detection methods primarily aim to detect MS activity
by statistical analysis of image features or by measuring local
volume variation. Statistical analysis can be performed in an
unsupervised or supervised manner. Unsupervised approaches
detect significant changes in the intensities between consecutive
scans by either analysing the corresponding patches of two
time points (Bosc et al., 2003), or performing clustering on
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point as reference and then the other. These steps are also
iterated, by changing the input lesion segmentation used as
prior. Only for the first iteration, the lesion segmentations priors
come from the cross-sectional pipeline in step-3, while from the
second iteration onwards lesion segmentations from previous
iteration are used to initialize the lesion priors for the current
iteration. The convergence of our method is decided when the
relative lesion segmentation difference between the current and
previous iteration is negligible. It takes generally three iterations
for the algorithm to converge. The following sections explain the
different steps in more detail.

via spectral clustering by maximizing the force within-group
attraction and between-group repulsion. The drawback of this
approach is that it cannot discriminate between consistent
artifacts and lesions.
Outlier detection methods are based on the fact that MS
lesions are hyper-intense on T2-weighted and fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) brain MRI scans and thus could
be detected as an outlier to normal tissue class intensities
distribution. For example, a joint expectation-maximization
(EM) based approach such as in Ait-Ali et al. (2005) models the
healthy brain tissue classes across the time points as a Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) using a 4D (3D + time) intensity
histogram. The parameters of the model are optimized via a
modified version of the EM algorithm referred to as STREAM.
After convergence, the lesions are extracted as outliers to
healthy tissue classes using Mahalanobis distance and some prior
information. In this approach the lesion segmentation is largely
dependent on the choice of the Mahalanobis distance parameter
and does not target lesion evolution, which is clinically relevant
(Ait-Ali et al., 2005). Another approach using outlier detection
is based on the hidden Markov model (HMM) technique as in
Solomon and Sood (2004). Initially, EM segments the first time
point into different tissue classes including lesions, which are
then manually corrected. Subsequently, using a lesion growth
transition model and outlier detection sensor model, lesions
are segmented in the following time points. The transition
model enforces consistent lesion segmentation; however, it was
validated only on simulations with exponential lesion growth.
In this paper, we present MSmetrix-long: an iterative white
matter (WM) lesion segmentation method based on a joint
EM framework that takes as input clinically acquired 3D T1weighted and 3D FLAIR images of two time points. The
proposed framework is fully automated, unsupervised and
models the lesion evolution as GMM between two time points,
thereby simultaneously segmenting new, enlarging, disappearing,
shrinking and static lesions. The method is validated for
accuracy and reproducibility on two different datasets that are
representative for clinically feasible acquisition protocols.

2.1. Cross-Sectional Analysis
Image segmentation is performed independently for each time
point using the cross-sectional pipeline referred to as MSmetrixcross (Jain et al., 2015). The cross-sectional method iteratively
segments the T1-weighted image into GM, WM, and CSF,
segments the WM lesions on the FLAIR image as an outlier
to normal brain using Mahalanobis distance, and performs
lesion filling in the T1-weighted image to improve tissue
segmentation at next iteration. After convergence, segmentations
of WM, GM, CSF and lesions are created. In addition, bias
corrected T1-weighted and FLAIR images are also produced. The
segmentation tasks of the MSmetrix-cross are optimized using
an EM algorithm (Van Leemput et al., 1999) as implemented in
NiftySeg (Cardoso, 2012).

2.2. FLAIR Based Difference Image
A FLAIR based difference image is created by image coregistration and intensity normalization. Image co-registration
is performed using affine registration, which comprises a rigid
registration based on the whole T1-weighted image, followed by
a skull based affine registration to avoid small scaling differences,
and a final whole brain rigid registration (Smeets et al., 2016).
The rigid registration and skull based affine registration use an
inverse consistent registration algorithm (Modat et al., 2010).
Subsequently, the GM, WM, CSF, lesion segmentation and the
bias corrected FLAIR images obtained from the cross-sectional
analysis are propagated using the final affine transformation.
The matched bias corrected FLAIR images are then corrected
for differential bias field as described in Lewis and Fox (2004).
Subsequently, the differential bias field corrected images are
intensity normalized using a cumulative histogram matching
technique Castleman (1995) with the image of time point 1 as
reference. A FLAIR based difference image is now created in time
point 1 space. To avoid bias toward a specific time point, a second
difference image is created, using time point 2 space as reference.

2. METHODS
The MSmetrix-long pipeline analyses the MS lesions evolution
between two time points based on 3D T1-weighted and 3D
FLAIR image acquired at each time point. The pipeline has four
steps: (1) Cross-sectional analysis, that segments the individual
time points into gray matter (GM), WM, cerebro-spinal fluid
(CSF), and lesions, (2) FLAIR based difference image, which is
created by subtracting the FLAIR images of both time points after
bias correction, co-registration and intensity normalization, (3)
Joint lesion segmentation, that aims to improve the individual
time point lesion segmentation using the other time point
information on tissue and lesion segmentation (initialized using
step-1 results) and difference image obtained from step-2, (4) a
pruning step, that refines the lesion segmentation obtained in
the step-3 to eliminate non-lesions candidates. Figure 2 presents
an illustrative explanation of these steps. Steps (3) and (4) are
performed sequentially in both directions, by using one time
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2.3. Joint Lesion Segmentation
The joint lesion segmentation model aims at simultaneous tissue
class label segmentation of the images from both time points (see
the blocks denoted by “Joint lesion segmentation” in Figure 2).
The model is optimized using a joint EM algorithm. In this
section we present the model formulation, for more details please
see Supplementary Material. We now describe the notations,
variables and assumptions used, followed by the model definition
and its optimization using joint EM.

3
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FIGURE 2 | An illustrative example explaining the different steps of our method. The pink arrows in the longitudinal lesion segmentation at time point 1 show
the recovered lesions using the second time point lesion segmentation and difference image information.

“growth,” and “shrinkage.” The static transformation class is
defined as a set of voxels in the difference image that are
either labeled as WM in both images or lesions. The growth
transformation class (describing the new and enlarging lesions)
is defined as a set of voxels in the difference image that are
labeled as WM in image 1 and lesion in image 2. The shrinkage
transformation class (describing the disappearing and shrinking
lesions) is defined as a set of voxels in the difference image that
are labeled as lesion in image 1 and WM in image 2. For all
other possible tissue transformations from image 1 and image 2
a uniform distribution is assumed. Figure 3 shows an illustrative
example of the difference image and the histograms of its classes
with corresponding Gaussian fitting. Under these assumptions,
a Gaussian mixture model for the difference image intensities is
used where each transformation class (static, growth, shrinkage)
is modeled as Gaussian. The probabilistic model for the difference
image is denoted by P(D|L1 , L2 , ζ ), where ζ stands for the
Gaussian mixture model parameters for the difference image
intensities.
Finally, we assume that we have no prior knowledge on
the relationship of the tissue class labels between both images.
Therefore, we define the prior probabilities independently
for each image. Often these prior probabilities are given
by a probabilistic atlas. However, our cross-sectional
model provided us with more specific knowledge and
hence, we use the probabilistic cross-sectional tissue class
segmentations. The prior probabilities on tissue class labels

2.3.1. Notations, Variables, and Model Assumptions
We assume that image 1, image 2 and difference image are coregistered and have the same voxel size. Additionally, image 1
and in image 2 have identical tissue classes. We denote the set
of image intensities for image 1 as I1 and similarly for image 2
as I2 and for the directional difference image as D. k(1) and k(2)
denote tissue class indices for image 1 and image 2, respectively.
The tissue class labels in image 1 and in image 2 are denoted by
L1 and L2 respectively.
We now specify our model assumptions. A Gaussian mixture
model is used on the image intensities of each time point where
a Gaussian model is used for each tissue class. Let θ1 denote the
Gaussian mixture model parameters for the intensities of image
1 and P(I1 |L1 , θ1 ) denotes the probabilistic model for image 1.
Analogously, the probabilistic model for image 2 is denoted by
P(I2 |L2 , θ2 ).
We make the underlying assumption that the “difference
image” might be independently generated as an image that
captures anatomical changes including new lesions or atrophy.
The image created by subtracting image 1 from image 2 or viceversa (after intensity normalization) is one such instance of the
difference image. The intensity model of image 1 and image
2 can therefore be reinforced by including a tissue transition
model defined on the difference image. As our method focuses
on two time point WM lesion segmentation, we only model
the transformations between WM and lesions. We assume that
the difference image has three different transformations: “static,”
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Normalized FLAIR image of time point 1, (B) FLAIR image of time point 2, (C) difference image (A,B), (D) histograms of difference image classes with
corresponding Gaussian fitting, normalized per class. Note the artifactual difference values at the brain contour (due to subtle differences in brain mask extraction) are
excluded by only including WM voxels in the analysis.

Finally, a lower bound of our model is derived using Jensen’s
inequality and optimized by the EM algorithm. The Q-function,
which is the log likelihood function whose expected value is
computed in the E-step can now be written as:

for image 1 and image 2 are denoted by P(L1 ) and P(L2 ),
respectively.

2.3.2. The Model
Under these assumptions, the joint probabilistic model is
formulated as follows:

Q(γ |γ ) = EL1 ,L2 |I1 ,I2 ,D,γ [ ln P(I1 , I2 , D, L1 , L2 , γ )]

(5)

where γ = {θ1 , θ2 , ζ }. Our model is optimized by the maximum
a posteriori (MAP) problem shown in Equation (2). Since the
knowledge of tissue class labels helps in finding the model
parameters and vice-versa, we reformulate our MAP problem as
presented in Equation (3).

with the joint posterior distribution P(L1 , L2 |I1 , I2 , D, γ ). The
sum over all possible tissue classes k(2) of the joint posterior
distribution gives us the soft segmentation of the tissue class at
time point 1. Similarly, the sum over all possible tissue classes k(1)
of the joint posterior distribution gives us the soft segmentation
of the tissue class at time point 2.
In the M-step, a new set of values for model parameter γ
is computed by maximizing the Q-function (see Supplementary
Material for closed form solutions).

γ̂MAP = argmax ln P(γ |I1 , I2 , D) = argmax ln P(I1 , I2 , D, γ ) (2)

2.4. Pruning

P(I1 , I2 , D, L1 , L2 , γ ) = P(I1 |L1 , θ1 ). P(I2 |L2 , θ2 ).
P(D|L1 , L2 , ζ ). P(L1 ). P(L2 )

γ

X

= argmax ln
γ

≥ argmax
γ

ln

(1)

The soft lesion segmentations obtained from the E-step of
the joint EM algorithm are pruned to eliminate non-lesions
(such as partial volume effects, artifacts) that share intensities
and locations with the potential lesions. Thereto, a priori
information on the appearance, location and volume of lesions
is incorporated: (1) the lesion intensities should be hyper-intense
compared to the WM intensities on bias field corrected FLAIR
image, (2) the lesions are in the WM region, and (3) the lesion

γ

P(I1 , I2 , D, L1 , L2 , γ )

(3)

L1 ,L2

X

P(L1 , L2 |I1 , I2 , D, γ ).

L1 ,L2

P(I1 , I2 , D, L1 , L2 , γ )
P(L1 , L2 |I1 , I2 , D, γ )
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needs to have a minimum volume of 0.005 ml (empirically
determined) to avoid spurious lesion detection. The hyperintensity is defined as the mean plus two times the standard
deviation of WM intensities. The intensities and location of
WM region are computed using the WM segmentation from
the MSmetrix-cross pipeline. In addition, a priori defined binary
mask (defined in the MNI space and consisting of the cerebral
cortex and WM in-between the ventricles) is warped to the
subject space to remove lesion candidates from these regions
that are likely to result in a false lesion segmentation. After
the pruning, the soft lesion segmentations are binarized using
a threshold of 0.9 (empirically determined) on the posterior
probabilities.

ms) and a 3D T1-weighted IR-FSPGR sequence (TR 7.2 ms, TE
450 ms, TI 2.8 ms). Both 3D sequences have voxel resolution
close to 1 mm3 . Expert WM lesion segmentations were created
on the baseline FLAIR scan by the experienced neuro-imaging
analyst using JIM software tool (JIM3 ), version 6.0. For followup scans, baseline lesion segmentation was overlaid on rigidly
registered follow-up scan at the beginning, and then the lesion
segmentation was adapted according to lesion activities. This
study was reviewed and conducted within the guidelines set
out in the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human
Research (2007) in Australia, and approved by University of
Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee. All subjects gave
written informed consent.
The second dataset, dataset 2 contains scans from 10
MS patients scanned twice, with re-positioning (time interval
between two scans is 5∼10 min), on each of three different
3T scanners from GE (Discovery MR750w), SIEMENS (Skyra)
and PHILIPS (Achieva). Therefore, the sample size of dataset
2 equals 60. The protocol contained two 3D sequences: T1weighted and FLAIR, and their details are described in Table 1.
For this dataset, no expert segmentations were available. This
study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations
of the “International Conference on Harmonization of Good
Clinical Practice (ICH-GCP),” and the applicable Belgian and
Dutch legislation. The study was approved by the UZ Brussels
ethical committee. All subjects gave written informed consent in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.5. Performance Tests
2.5.1. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
We compare MSmetrix-long pipeline with the MSmetrix-cross
pipeline to know the gain over the cross-sectional method.
Furthermore, we also compare against the longitudinal pipeline
of the Lesion Segmentation Toolbox (LST) software package
(LST1 ), version 2.0.12, which is implemented in SPM12 (SPM2 ).
The longitudinal pipeline of LST, which is referred to as LST-long
in this paper, performs individual time point lesion segmentation
using the lesion growth algorithm described in Schmidt et al.
(2012). The obtained lesion segmentation maps of different time
points are coregistered to the baseline scan and are corrected
by comparing the relative differences of FLAIR intensities in all
lesion maps to produce the final lesion segmentation at each time
point (see LST documentation, LST1 ).
For comparison, all three methods were executed on the same
datasets and default parameter settings were used. Thus, no
parameter tuning was performed at dataset or subject level.

2.5.3. Accuracy and Reproducibility Assessment
The agreement between the expert segmentation and automatic
methods on dataset 1 is evaluated at three levels: voxel-by-voxel,
lesion-wise and volumetric. Voxel-by-voxel metric includes the
Dice similarity index which is defined as the ratio of total
number of lesion voxels where both the expert reference and
the automatic segmentation agree (true positives) to the mean
number of voxels labeled as lesion by the two methods. The
lesion-wise metrics include lesion-wise true positive rate (LTPR),
false positive rate, F1 score, absolute lesion change difference and
Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC). LTPR is defined as the

2.5.2. Data
Dataset 1 contains scans from 12 relapsing remitting MS patients
on a GE 3T scanner (Discovery MR750), each scanned twice
at an interval of approximately 1 year. Therefore, the sample
size of dataset 1 equals 24. Each time point contained two a 3D
sequences: a CUBE FLAIR (TR: 8000 ms, TE: 165 ms, TI: 2179
1 www.statistical-modelling.de/lst.html

3 http://www.xinapse.com

2 http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12

TABLE 1 | Dataset-2 sequences description for all three scanners.
Sequence

TR (ms)

TE (ms)

TI (ms)

FOV (mm2 )

Voxel size (mm3 )

No. of slices (sagittal)

GE
3D T1-weighted FSPGR

7.32

3.14

NA

220 × 220

0.43 × 0.43 × 0.50

328

Fat saturated 3D FLAIR

9500

135.78

2428

240 × 240

0.47 × 0.47 × 0.70

232

3D T1-weighted MPRAGE

2300

2.29

NA

240 × 240

0.94 × 0.94 × 0.94

176

Fat saturated 3D FLAIR

5000

387

1800

230 × 230

0.45 × 0.45 × 0.90

192

SIEMENS

PHILIPS
3D T1-weighted FSPGR

4.93

2.3

NA

230 × 230

0.53 × 0.53 × 0.50

310

Fat saturated 3D FLAIR

4800

276

1650

240 × 240

1.04 × 1.04 × 0.56

321

NA, Not available.
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lesions, MSmetrix-long has improved over MSmetrix-cross in
the median LFPR, with marginally better F1 score. Compared to
LST-long, MSmetrix-long has a higher median F1 score, LTPR,
and LFPR. When new and enlarging lesions are combined,
MSmetrix-long has better correlation (PCC = 0.77) with the
expert segmentations compared to MSmetrix-cross (PCC =
0.63) and LST-long (PCC = 0.53). In case of absolute lesionwise change difference, MSmetrix-long has marginally better
performance over MSmetrix-cross and LST-long, however, with
better correlation with the lesion-wise change difference of the
expert segmentations (PCC = 0.84) compared to MSmetrix-cross
(0.65) and LST-long (0.72).

ratio of the total number of lesions where the expert reference
and the automatic segmentation intersect to the total number
of lesions in the expert reference segmentation. Lesion-wise false
positive rate (LFPR) is defined as the ratio of the total number of
lesions that are present only in the automatic segmentation to the
total number of lesions in the automatic segmentation. Lesionwise F1 score is defined as the harmonic mean of LTPR and LFPR.
Absolute lesion-wise change difference is defined as the absolute
difference between the overall lesion-wise change (number of
new lesions minus number of disappearing lesions) in the expert
lesion segmentation and the automatic segmentation. In this
paper, we consider new, disappearing, enlarging and shirking
lesions that have size more than 20 voxels and at least one slice
which encompasses the lesion presents a minimum of 5 lesion
voxels.
Volumetric metrics measure the total lesion volume
agreement and consist of the PCC and the absolute volume
difference. The absolute volume difference is computed as the
absolute difference between the total volume reported by the
expert reference segmentation and the corresponding value
derived from the automatic method.
The reproducibility of the method is evaluated on dataset 2
by the Dice similarity index of the lesion segmentations at both
times points. Moreover, the estimated number of new lesions
and the absolute total lesion volume difference is also calculated
between time points, which are both expected to be zero in this
test-retest scenario.
To determine if there is a statistical difference between
MSmetrix-long and LST-long and between MSmetrix-cross
and MSmetrix-long methods’ performance, two tailed paired
Wilcoxon signed-rank test is performed.

3.2. Reproducibility Results on Dataset 2
Figure 6 shows an example of lesion segmentation obtained
by MSmetrix-cross, MSmetrix-long and LST-long on a patient
from dataset 2 (n = 60). Both MSmetrix-long and LST-long are
more consistent in lesion segmentation compared to MSmetrixcross. Compared to LST-long, MSmetrix-long also shows better
reproducibility in segmenting small lesions. Quantitatively, LSTlong has the best median Dice with zero error in detecting new
lesions and absolute volume difference between both time points.
MSmetrix-long has improved in the median Dice, with median
error in detecting new lesions and absolute volume difference
over MSmetrix-cross. The reproducibility of LST-long is highest
because it segments the most certain hyper-intense lesions in
both time points at the expense of missing substantial amount
of less hyper-intense lesions as shown in Figure 6.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Accurate and consistent lesion segmentation is very important
in monitoring the MS disease progression. As manual lesion
segmentation is time consuming and suffers from inter- and
intra-rater variability, automated methods have the advantage
of being fast and consistent. The vast majority of automatic
methods are cross-sectional in nature and the average accuracy
(Dice) of these methods is sufficiently high, however, these crosssectional methods seldom report results on the lesion evolution
accuracy and this hinders a fair comparison of our method
against them. Moreover, another factor to consider is whether
the segmentation method is supervised or unsupervised. We
compare our unsupervised method with other unsupervised
methods only because supervised methods often require a
representative training dataset, including expert segmentation,
in order to build a model that can be used on new patients
for lesion segmentation. This training dataset is very difficult
to build because MS lesions have all possible shapes, intensities
and are heterogeneously distributed in the WM. Moreover, the
new image to be segmented should be well represented in the
training dataset which is not always possible. Two well-known
publicly available unsupervised MS lesion segmentation tools
are Lesion-TOADS (Shiee et al., 2010) and LST. We choose
LST because of two reasons: (1) in a previous paper (Jain
et al., 2015), we have shown that our cross-sectional method
(MSmetrix-cross) had a better performance compared to LesionTOADS in terms of accuracy and reproducibility. Since in this

3. RESULTS
3.1. Accuracy Results on Dataset 1
Figure 4 shows a representative example of lesion segmentation
obtained by MSmetrix-cross, MSmetrix-long and LST-long on a
patient from dataset 1. By comparing against expert delineations,
it can be observed that MSmetrix-long has improved in accuracy
over MSmetrix-cross and that LST-long has missed lesions.
The volumetric correlation of MSmetrix-long and LST-long to
the expert reference segmentation can be visualized in Figure 5.
MSmetrix-long has a better correlation (PCC = 0.96) with expert
reference segmentation compared to LST-long (PCC = 0.88).
Table 2 summarizes the cross-sectional lesion segmentation
performance of MSmetrix-cross, MSmetrix-long and LST-long
on dataset 1 (n = 24) in a quantitative way. MSmetrix-long has
improved over MSmetrix-cross in the median Dice, F1 score
and LFPR. Compared to LST-long, MSmetrix-long has a higher
median Dice, F1 score, LTPR, and PCC, together with lower
LFPR and absolute lesion volume difference.
Table 3 summarizes the lesion-wise change accuracy
performance of MSmetrix-cross, MSmetrix-long and LST-long
on dataset 1 in a quantitative way. In case of new lesions,
MSmetrix-long has improved over MSmetrix-cross in the
median F1 score and LFPR. Compared to LST-long, MSmetrixlong has a higher median F1 score and LTPR. In case of enlarging
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FIGURE 4 | Bias corrected FLAIR image (A) followed by super-imposed lesion segmentation from: (B) expert segmentation, (C) MSmetrix-cross (version 1.4), (D)
MSmetrix-long, and (E) LST-long. The first row corresponds to the lesion segmentation of time point 1 and the second row corresponds to the lesion segmentation of
time point 2. Pink arrows specify places where MSmetrix-long has improved in accuracy over MSmetrix-cross and red arrows indicate regions where LST-long has
missed lesions.

FIGURE 5 | Scatter plot of total lesion volume (ml) for reference expert segmentation vs. (A) MSmetrix-long and (B) LST-long.

lesion segmentation. The spatial relationship is based on
Markov Random Field and is incorporated in MSmetrixcross. The temporal relationship is modeled in a joint lesion
segmentation, which uses difference image and cross-sectional
lesion segmentations of two time points. The difference image
models the growth and shrinkage of lesions and thus helps in
recovering those lesions that are missed by the cross-sectional
lesion segmentation. In addition, if a lesion is present in both

paper we also report results from our cross-sectional method, we
decided that the comparison with Lesion-TOADS is not required,
(2) only LST tool has a longitudinal MS lesion segmentation
pipeline. Thus it is logical to compare MSmetrix-long with LSTlong as both methods are unsupervised and longitudinal in
nature.
In this paper, MSmetrix-long pipeline combines both spatial
and temporal relationships of lesions for accurate and consistent
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TABLE 2 | Quantitative metrics (voxel-by-voxel, lesion and volumetric level) for measuring the cross-sectional accuracy of the automatic methods
MSmetrix-long, MSmetrix-cross and LST-long with respect to expert segmentations on dataset 1 (n = 24).
Automatic method

Dice

F1 score

LTPR

LFPR

Absolute volume difference (ml)

PCC

MSmetrix-long

0.63 (0.49–0.68)

0.61 (0.54–0.63)

0.50 (0.43–0.59)

0.25 (0.20–0.37)

2.09 (1.77–3.18)

0.96

MSmetrix-cross

0.60 (0.46–0.66)**

0.56 (0.52–0.61)*

0.57 (0.52–0.65)**

0.48 (0.36–0.55)**

1.48 (0.81–2.59)

0.95

LST-long

0.60 (0.47–0.65)*

0.48 (0.37–0.53)**

0.42 (0.30–0.52)*

0.40 (0.30–0.47)

2.66 (1.52–4.84)*

0.88

Except PCC, all metrics are reported in median (first quartile–third quartile). LTPR, lesion-wise true positive rate; LFPR, lesion-wise false positive rate; PCC, Pearson correlation coefficient.
*Values significantly different from MSmetrix-long (paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05 significance level).
**Values significantly different from MSmetrix-long (paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.01 significance level).

TABLE 3 | Lesion-wise quantitative metrics for measuring the lesion change accuracy of the automatic methods MSmetrix-long, MSmetrix-cross and
LST-long with respect to expert lesion segmentations changes on dataset 1.
New lesions

F1 score

LTPR

Enlarging lesions

LFPR

F1 score

LTPR

New and
enlarging lesions
LFPR

PCC

MSmetrix-long

0.42 (0-0.55)

0.33 (0–0.60)

0 (0–0.38)

0.69 (0.56–0.81)

0.62 (0.53–0.69)

0.16 (0–0.51)

0.77

MSmetrix-cross

0.20 (0.0–0.62)

0.33 (0–0.52)

0.50 (0.31–0.75)

0.68 (0.58–0.80)

0.59 (0.53–0.69)

0.24 (0.15–0.43)

0.63

0 (0-0.43)

0 (0–0.29)

0 (0–0)

0.60 (0.51–0.69)

0.50 (0.35–0.60)

0.33 (0.15–0.51)

0.53

LST-long

Absolute lesion-wise change difference
PCC
MSmetrix-long

1 (1-3.5)

MSmetrix-cross

1.5 (1–3.75)

0.65

2 (1-3.5)

0.72

LST-long

0.84

Except PCC, all metrics are reported in median (first quartile–third quartile). PCC, Pearson correlation coefficient. Here, the t-test is not performed, as the sample size is small (n = 12).

FIGURE 6 | Bias corrected FLAIR image (A) followed by super-imposed lesion segmentation from: (B) MSmetrix-cross (version 1.4), (C) MSmetrix-long, and (D)
LST-long. The first row corresponds to the lesion segmentation of time point 1 and the second row corresponds to the lesion segmentation of time point 2. Cyan
arrows show some false positives in MSmetrix-cross, which are absent in MSmetrix-long. Yellow arrows specify places where MSmetrix-long has consistently
segmented some small lesions and red arrows indicate regions where LST-long misses some potential lesions.
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both time points, then it will be either missed or retained
by MSmetrix-long, respectively. As presented in the result
section, MSmetrix-long is more accurate and reproducible
than MSmetrix-cross. The increase in cross-sectional accuracy
(Dice, F1 score) and lesion change accuracy for new lesions
(F1 score) is due to the reduction in LFPR using the lesion
segmentation information from the other time point. For
enlarging lesions, a marginal increase in the median F1 score
is observed for MSmetrix-long due to larger differences in
the lesion segmentation boundary between the expert and
MSmetrix-long. MSmetrix-long has also slightly better absolute
lesion-wise change difference compared to MSmetrix-cross
primarily due to a reduction in LFPR. A modest decrease in the
absolute volume difference is due to the under-segmentation of
lesions by MSmetrix-long (Figure 5) and the elimination of a
few lesions that are close to the cerebral cortex. Interestingly,
a substantial LFPR in MSmetrix-cross suggests that the false
lesions compensate toward missed lesions volume resulting in a
lower absolute volume difference compared to MSmetrix-long.
The significant improvement in reproducibility (Dice, number
of new lesions and absolute volume difference) of MSmetrixlong could also be explained by the benefit of using the lesion
segmentation of the other time point.
In comparison to LST-long, MSmetrix-long is more accurate
(Dice, F1 score) and slightly less reproducible. Cross-sectionally,
LST-long has higher absolute volume difference and LFPR;
lower LTPR and F1 score on dataset 1. The high absolute
volume difference of LST-long could be explained by the oversegmentation of lesion boundaries. A high lesion-wise false
positive rate of LST-long could be explained by the segmentation
of FLAIR artifacts or cortical foldings as lesions. For the lesion
change accuracy, MSmetrix-long has superior performance for
all measures compared to LST-long. This could be explained by
the fact that LST-long segments the most hyper-intense lesions
and is thus very consistent (see Table 4), but misses many small
less hyper-intense lesions (Figures 4, 6).
In conclusion, we have presented MSmetrix-long: an iterative
two time point WM lesion segmentation method based on a joint
EM framework using two time points. The proposed method
is unsupervised and can segment new, enlarging, disappearing,
shrinking and static lesions. We first analyse both time points

time points but has been segmented in only one of the time point,
then the joint lesion segmentation facilitates the recovery of that
lesion at the other time point. Moreover, brain atrophy has also
minimal impact on the performance of MSmetrix-long because
(1) atrophy is generally small and global in nature (2) it occurs
near the CSF boundary and these transitions i.e. (CSF → GM
and CSF → WM) are excluded in the difference image GMM
model, (3) we tested global non-rigid registration in addition to
affine registration, i.e., non-rigid registration only on a coarse
level, to accommodate for the atrophy and we found out that
it has a minimal, but potentially negative impact on the final
lesion segmentation. Therefore, to gain computational efficiency
we excluded this global non-rigid registration from MSmetrixlong pipeline. Furthermore, if the subject has been scanned more
than twice, MSmetrix-long can easily handle this by processing
consecutive time points in pairs.
Among the methods proposed in the literature for
longitudinal lesion segmentation, our approach has some
similarities to Elliott et al. (2013) and Ait-Ali et al. (2005), which
are also based on EM frameworks. In contrast with Elliott et al.
(2013), our method is unsupervised and can segment new,
enlarging, disappearing and shrinking lesions. As opposed to
Ait-Ali et al. (2005), our joint EM model takes cross-sectional
lesion segmentation as prior information on the lesion class in
both time points and processes each time point in its own space
to avoid bias in the lesion segmentation.
In order to evaluate the effect of the pruning step, we also
calculated the cross-sectional accuracy (Dice, LTPR and LFPR)
of MSmetrix-long after the joint lesion segmentation step. The
Dice, LTPR, and LFPR (reported in median (first quartile–
third quartile)) after the joint lesion segmentation step are 0.60
(0.45–0.65 ), 0.64 (0.54–0.69), and 0.81 (0.72–0.87) respectively.
Comparing these results with the the voxel-by-voxel accuracy
of MSmetrix-long after the pruning step (see Table 2), we
observe that the pruning step increases the overall Dice score by
decreasing the false positive rate at the expense of a decrease in
true positive rate.
In order to investigate the cause of low LTPR for crosssectional accuracy of MSmetrix-long compared to MSmetrixcross (see Table 2), we calculated the average LTPR for small
(0.003–0.01 ml), medium (0.01–0.05 ml) and large (>0.05 ml)
lesion volumes. The average LTPR for MSmetrix-long and
MSmetrix-cross for small lesions is 0.13 and 0.27 respectively,
followed by medium lesions 0.30 and 0.37 and large lesions 0.75
and 0.81. It can be seen that MSmetrix-long misses more small
and medium size lesions. The primary cause of missing these
lesions is that they are either iso-intense with GM intensities
(thus missed by intensity threshold mask used in the pruning
step) or they are removed by the binary false positive mask (used
in the pruning step). However, it is important to note that both
intensity threshold mask and binary false positive mask play a key
role in reducing the false positives as described in the previous
paragraph.
One important aspect of MSmetrix-long is that its
performance is dependent on the cross-sectional lesion
segmentation. This suggests that if MSmetrix-cross has either
consistently missed a lesion, or segmented a non-lesion at
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TABLE 4 | The Dice score, the number (Nr.) of new lesions and the
absolute volume difference (Abs. vol. diff.) between both time points for
measuring the accuracy of the automatic methods MSmetrix-long,
MSmetrix-cross and LST-long on dataset 2.
Dice

Nr. of new les

Abs. vol. diff. (ml)
0.11 (0.03–0.32)

MSmetrix-long

0.89 (0.85–0.91)

0 (0–1)

MSmetrix-cross

0.69 (0.56–0.73)**

3.5 (1–5)**

0.3 (0.17–0.54)*

LST-long

1 (1–1)**

0 (0–0)**

0 ( 0–0.01)**

All metrics are reported as median (first quartile–third quartile).
*Values significantly different from MSmetrix-long (paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with
p < 0.05 significance level).
**Values significantly different from MSmetrix-long (paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with
p < 0.01 significance level).
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separately followed by a joint lesion segmentation, which
models the lesion evolution as a Gaussian mixture model. The
accuracy and reproducibility of MSmetrix-long is compared with
MSmetrix-cross and the publicly available lesion segmentation
tool LST-long on two datasets that are representative for clinically
feasible acquisition protocols. MSmetrix-long has outperformed
MSmetrix-cross. Compared to LST-long, MSmetrix-long has
better accuracy and similar reproducibility.

revised the manuscript critically for important intellectual
content.
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